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Abstract

Distributed applications based on the Ethereum blockchain have a great advantage in the analysis of the history of group work and the contribution factor to a group project of each group member. In these applications, multiple users share resources and their histories together in a robust way thanks to the characteristics of the blockchain that is practically impossible to be forged or modified. However, there has not yet been developed a scheme for providing a systematic management scheme of a group of users or authentication of the members of the group to allow the members to use shared resources through various access rights.

In this paper, we propose a user group and authorization management scheme over the Ethereum Blockchain. In the proposed scheme, group users can use shared resources by using various access rights. To do this, we define user groups as different types according to their access rights, and present the process of authenticating user groups according to their types. The proposed scheme is designed using smart contracts, being useful in various Ethereum distributed applications requiring group workspaces.
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1. Introduction

Ethereum [1] is a decentralized application (DApp) [2, 3] platform based on the blockchain network [4]. Ethereum developers can easily develop decentralized applications that interoperate with the Ethereum blockchain network through the Ethereum platform. Since various kinds of resources generated through decentralized applications are stored in a distributed network based on blockchain technology, there is an advantage that it is impossible to forge or falsify those resources [5]. Based on the stability of blockchain, lots of researches on decentralized applications in various fields are actively being carried out. In particular, the blockchain structure has a great advantage in analyzing the history of group work in which multiple users share resources together and analyzing the contribution factors of group members. This allows users who perform group work to credibly concentrate on their work so that they can participate more enthusiastically without any concern to unfair profit sharing.

Ethereum-based group workspaces allow group members to safely work on the shared resources among group users through user group management because their work histories for shared resources are stored without falsification. User group management refers to systematic group authentication and resource access control to identify the identity and authority of users accessing shared resources. In this way, the members of the
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group are not able to use the shared resources inappropriately because they perform tasks in a batch or partial manner by being assigned the access rights such as reading or writing tasks to the resources. Since the need and value for user group management in Ethereum decentralized applications are high, it is desirable to develop related techniques. As of now, although a scheme for providing a blockchain-based personal user authentication service such as UPort [6] and R2ID [7] have appeared recently, a method for managing user groups for shared resources in association with various access rights has not been developed.

In this paper, we propose a scheme to systematically manage user groups and access privileges over Ethereum Blockchain. In the proposed scheme, the user groups are defined as various types according to the purpose, and the access rights of the group members are assigned differently according to the type. To this end, we present the process of forming user groups in the Ethereum blockchain and how to manage the group information for the created groups. Also, we propose a group user authentication method that systematically manages the credential information for each group user and confirms the information about the group to which the user belongs and the credential information. The proposed technique is designed as the smart contracts for use in Ethereum decentralized applications. Ethereum Blockchain participants can use the smart contracts to create groups and perform group user authentication. Also, we present the process of authenticating user groups according to their types. The proposed scheme can be used for privilege management of shared resources even in group workspaces on a database or on off-blockchain storage.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We summarize background knowledge on the Ethereum Decentralized Application and the Group Workspace in Section 2. In Section 3, a method of Ethereum-based user group management is presented. In the next section, a process of group authentication and access control is described. Finally, the authors conclude the paper in Section 5.

2. Background

2.1. Ethereum Decentralized Application

Ethereum decentralized applications are created using the Ethereum platform and functions by interworking with the blockchain network. In addition, Ethereum decentralized applications generate transactions for storing resources and executing functions through smart contracts distributed in the Ethereum blockchain network. Smart contracts have member variables and methods as programmable contracts to perform specified functions for specific conditions. Ethereum decentralized applications are generally based on the web, working with the Ethereum distributed network through the Web3.js module of JavaScript [8]. Based on the use of the blockchain network, the Ethereum Decentralized Application has the advantage of being highly secure about the storage and functioning of resources and maintaining the work history. So, many distributed applications are coming up in various application domains such as game, virtual currency, auction, SNS, electronic voting as shown on the Ethereum official website [9].

2.2. Group Workspace

Members of a user group can effectively share resources with each other using the associated group workspace. Group workspaces provide management of group members’ access rights, as well as basic functions such as uploading and downloading of files and documents. Access rights management is a function for assigning rights to members of a group workspace to perform tasks on shared resources. In general, access rights management can specify access rights based on the read and write permissions on shared
resources, and the scope can be adjusted to whole or partial resources. These access rights are specified by the owner of the group, and each group member performs operations based on the information specified. In recent years, research has been conducted to provide collaborative services where group members work together through handling shared resources on group workspaces [10, 11].

3. Ethereum-based User Group Management

A user group is composed of a group of users gathered for a specific purpose, and assigns roles and privileges to each member to systematically perform a group operation. In this section, we propose a method to create a user group that can be used in Ethereum decentralized applications for managing user group information in the blockchain network.

3.1. Ethereum-based User Group

The proposed Ethereum-based user group stores the information needed for user group management via Ethereum smart contracts. One user group is created as one UserGroup contract and the generated UserGroup contracts are managed through the GroupStore contract. Figure 1 shows the structure for storing user group information over Ethereum.

![Ethereum Smart Contracts for User Group](image)

**Figure 1. Ethereum Smart Contracts for User Group**

The GroupStore contract stores the address list of the UserGroup contracts for all groups to access the generated UserGroup contracts. In addition, the GroupStore contract manages a hash table with the address of the UserGroup contract as key and the group owner's account address as value, so that the owner of each group can be identified. The UserGroup contract manages detailed information about the group as well as meta information about the resources shared by the group and information about the access rights to the resources of members. Table 1 shows the main information of groups stored in GroupStore and UserGroup.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group Service</th>
<th>UserGroup Contract</th>
<th>GroupStore Contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group Work Contracts</td>
<td>Address: 0xabb..</td>
<td>GroupOwnerList</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owner (user1)</td>
<td>0xabb..</td>
<td>user1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group Info ..</td>
<td>0xaacc..</td>
<td>user2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MemberList</td>
<td>0xaadd..</td>
<td>user2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(user3) 0xbbaa..</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(user4) 0xccaa..</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access Control List</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>user1</td>
<td>{...}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>user3</td>
<td>{...}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>user4</td>
<td>{...}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1. Data Fields for User Group Contracts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contract</th>
<th>Field Name</th>
<th>Data Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GroupStore</td>
<td>UserGroupList</td>
<td>Array</td>
<td>List containing UserGroup contract addresses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GroupOwnerList</td>
<td></td>
<td>HashTable</td>
<td>Hashtable with the address of the UserGroup contract and the account address of the group owner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UserGroup</td>
<td>Owner</td>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Owner’s account address of the group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MemberList</td>
<td>Array</td>
<td>List storing account addresses of group members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ACL</td>
<td>HashTable</td>
<td>A hash table having account addresses of group members and members’ rights to shared resources</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2. Type of User Groups

Ethereum users can create new groups through the GroupStore contract. The user who requests the creation of the user group becomes the owner, and the GroupStore creates a new UserGroup contract for the request, adding it to the group list. A user group is classified into four types of groups according to the method of assigning access rights of group members. Table 2 shows the characteristics of 4 types.

Table 2. Type of Ethereum-based User Group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Public Group</td>
<td>All group members have full access to all shared resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anonymous Group</td>
<td>All group members have the same permissions set by the group owner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owner-defined Group</td>
<td>The group owner can set different permissions for group members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User-defined Group</td>
<td>Group members can add their own temporary accounts to distribute their privileges</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The type of user group can be selected when the group owner creates the group and cannot be changed after it is created. A user-defined group uses a privilege distribution scheme to allow users who are not registered in a user group to easily access the group's shared resources with a simple authorization specification. The members of the user-defined group are assigned the initial authority to the resource from the owner of the group in the same way as the owner-defined group. The group member then specifies the rights for each unregistered user to distribute his/her authority. After the group members have distributed their privileges, an Ethereum temporary account is created for each
distributed privilege and the privilege is assigned to the account. Figure 2 shows the operation of the proposed access rights distribution function.

![Figure 2. Process of Access Rights Distribution Function](image)

The registered temporary account is authenticated by confirming the contents of the authority distribution stored in order to perform the group operation. In this way, users can easily perform group work by using the access authority without registering them in the user group separately. The UserGroup contract generated through the user group creation request manages a list storing the account addresses of the group members. Also, the UserGroup contract stores the owner information of the group, and if the owner of the group is changed, the group owner information stored in the GroupStore is also changed to maintain consistency.

4. Group Authentication and Access Control

After the user group is formed, the group members can be authenticated as a group member through the created smart contract. Also, the authenticated group member can perform group work based on the assigned authority. This section describes the group authentication method using the Ethereum-based user group and the method of managing the access rights to the shared resources using the smart contract.

4.1. User Group Authentication

Group members access shared resources or services through other decentralized applications that require user groups. At this time, group members must obtain group certification through the GroupStore contract and the UserGroup contract. First, the user accesses the UserGroup contract previously deployed in the Ethereum blockchain network to receive group authentication for the user group. The address of the UserGroup contract is provided when group members join the group. A user can be authenticated as a
group member via the `verifyGroupMember` method in the UserGroup contract as shown in Figure 3. The `verifyGroupMember` method verifies that the user's address is in the list of group member addresses stored in the UserGroup contract. The temporary accounts of the user-defined group are checked from the list of temporary account addresses that only the UserGroup contract of the user-defined group has. The `verifyGroupMember` method then returns whether the requesting user is a member of the group. This authentication method is also used as a modifier for conditional checking and execution guard in all methods associated with group work. These methods are executable only when they are group members, so they go through this authentication method.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 3. Process of Group Authentication**

### 4.2. Access Control of Group Member

If shared resources are used together by group members, the roles of the group members should be distinguished by specifying access rights to the shared resources. The proposed technique adopts the access control method that the UserGroup contract controls access rights to the shared resource. The UserGroup contract stores an access control list (ACL) for shared resources. The access rights information of the UserGroup contract can be changed by the group owner and managed differently according to the type of user group.

The public group does not manage an ACL because all members have full privileges. The anonymous group manages only one access information because all members use the same access rights specified by the group owner. The owner-defined group uses an ACL for each member to have different access rights for each member. Finally, the user-defined group manages an ACL for all members the same as the owner-defined group and additionally manages privilege distribution information. The user-defined group can check the privilege information of the temporary account accessing the shared resource based on the privilege distribution information. Each group member can access the resource only by checking the access rights to the shared resource based on the ACL of
the UserGroup contract. If a group member wants to access a specific resource through other decentralized application, you can verify access to the resource using the `verifyPermission` method of the UserGroup contract. The `verifyPermission` method checks the ACL according to the type of user group and returns whether the corresponding group member can access the resource. Figure 4 shows the process of confirming access rights for a group member to use shared resources.

![Diagram of UserGroup Contract](image)

**Figure 4. Process of Confirming Access Rights**

The owner-defined group checks the privilege distribution information to verify the access rights of the temporary account. At this time, since the access right of the temporary account is created based on the access right of the group member who has distributed the access right, the group member's authority is checked before confirming the access right of the temporary account. This step is necessary to prevent a temporary account from having more access rights than the group member. The method for checking access rights works in the `verifyPermission` method just like any other type of user group. The `verifyPermission` method is also used as a modifier for conditional checking and execution guard in all methods associated with group works. So, when a user requests a group work on a resource, the UserGroup contract performs group authentication and access authorization checking through a modifier. After the two verification processes are completed, a group work desired by the user is performed on the resource.

### 4.3. Process of User Group Management with DApp

The proposed access control scheme is used in decentralized applications that perform operations on group workspaces. In this kind of decentralized applications, group members are subjected to group authentication to perform operations on group workspaces. Figure 5 shows the process in which a user is granted permission to access a resource through group authentication in Web-based collaborative applications associated with the Ethereum blockchain.
In the proposed group authentication process, the user has a mobile device that includes a group authentication application, initiating a Web-based collaboration application to perform group operations. The group authentication application has personal information including the user's Ethereum account address, public key, and private key.

Initially, a user requests work on a shared resource in a Web-based collaborative application. At this time, the collaboration application generates session information for the requested work and delivers it to the smart contract managing session information. The session information includes the shared resource information and the type of operation to be performed. When the session information is transmitted, the collaboration application generates a QR code based on the session information and displays it on the web screen. Then, the user scans the QR code on the web screen through the group authentication application. The group authentication application generates signature information by signing with user account information and session information. The generated signature information ensures that the user of the account signs for the requested work. The signature information is passed from the group authentication application to the smart contract for group authentication. The smart contract verifies the signature information and extracts the user's account address and session information. After that, the smart contract performs group authentication using the user's account address and verifies the access rights by checking the requested operation contained in the session information. If the group authentication is successful, the collaboration application performs the requested operation in the session. With this process, collaborative applications can manage group authentication and access rights. Figure 6 shows an example of smart contracts for operating it.
5. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a group authentication and authorization management method based on the Ethereum blockchain. In this method, the user groups are defined as various types according to the authority management principle, and the formation method of each user group is described. Also, we organized the information about the formed group as the Ethereum smart contracts. Using the method, the group users can access the user group contract through the proposed group authentication process, and the group members can be assigned the access right based on the privilege information stored in the user group contract to access the shared resource. The developed group authentication scheme can be utilized in various decentralized applications that require sharing of resources among multiple users with various access rights or task history analysis. Also, the scheme can be used in various types of workspaces because it can control not only the shared resources of blockchain but also the data stored in the off-blockchain. So, based on the presented method, it is possible to easily develop a high-level group service that performs group work systematically over the Ethereum blockchain.
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